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Editors’ Note and Disclaimer

Statements and opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the editors or the Fanconi Anemia Research Fund. Information provided in this newsletter about medications, treatments or products should not be construed as medical instruction or scientific endorsement. Always consult your physician before taking any action based on this information.
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FA researchers and clinicians from Spain at the Scientific Symposium. Members from this group are running a newly funded clinical trial (see more on page 10).
A NEW CHAPTER AHEAD
LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

In this special donor newsletter, we are excited to present the Fanconi Anemia Research Fund’s (FARF) strategic plan for 2023-2027. This plan continues the remarkable progress we have made in understanding the genetics of FA and sets the stage for exponential growth in FA cancer research.

Since our founding in 1989, FARF has raised over $32 million for research, provided support to thousands impacted by FA, pioneered life-saving therapies, and made the ground-breaking discovery that the 23 FA genes we have identified, when working properly, constitute the body’s defense against cancer. Building upon these achievements, we are now ready to embark on a reimagined approach to FA cancer research.

Our 2023-2027 strategic plan elevates FA cancer research within a consortium model, multiplying our efforts though collaborations with research centers all over the world. To achieve this, we will enhance our capabilities in research administration, support services, fundraising, and governance.

The aspirations outlined in this plan are ambitious, yet firmly rooted in our legacy of success, compassion, and an unwavering sense of urgency.

With your support, we will accelerate progress for individuals affected by FA and FA cancer.

In this newsletter you will also read about how your gifts have led to a major clinical trial in Spain and how the work you support has changed the lives of three of our adults with FA, Andie, Egil and Ana.

For a closer look at how your contributions are used to advance research, support families, and accelerate our mission, be sure to read Your Gifts at Work on page 23.

Thank you for your ongoing commitment and generosity as we embrace this new phase.

Sincerely,

Mark Quinlan
Executive Director
The 2023-2027 strategic plan highlights FARF’s commitment to accelerate FA cancer research by focusing on improving early detection, prevention, and treatment. Our goal is to expedite research progress by growing and formalizing the FA cancer research consortium, which fosters interdisciplinary collaborations, engagement with individuals in the FA community, and open data and resource sharing.

We will serve as the primary funder of new research projects within the consortium, establish sustainability and oversight policies, support international data sharing, and empower patient advocates to contribute to clinical research.

The strategic plan aims to achieve positive outcomes by increasing funding for FA cancer research through philanthropic support and strategic partnerships. By investing in research and people, we will foster the innovation necessary to enhance clinical care for FA cancer.

Pictured: internationally renowned FA clinicians Carmem Bonfim (left), Farid Boulad, and Margy MacMillan.
COMMUNITY

FARF remains committed to providing support services and fostering connection while enhancing the patient and family’s role in research. Recognizing the complexity of patient and family needs, we acknowledge the limitations of our resources. To address this, we are engaging with external partners to broaden psychosocial research and support. This initiative aims to promote and improve well-being, while also empowering individuals to participate in FA research.

The strategic plan recognizes the trust placed in us by those impacted by FA and aims to empower them by involving them in decision-making and research design.

Adults living with FA seek agency in their cancer journey, and their voices are heard and valued. To this end, the establishment of a formal advocacy program is a part of this strategic plan.

To better meet the diverse needs of the FA community, we are actively working with global patient organizations to empower FA communities and amplify their impact. We will promote self-sustaining programs within international FA organizations to ensure this support and advocacy long-term.

Pictured: Ana Tabar, adult with FA, leader of the FA Support Group in the Dominican Republic, and voice in the Spanish-speaking FA community.
Fundraising is vital to the success of our mission, and the 2023-2027 strategic plan focuses on the stewardship and expansion of fundraising efforts, strategic coordination of branding and messaging, and outreach to current and new stakeholders.

Refreshing our brand to reflect the increased focus on FA cancer holds significant promise for expanding our growth opportunities and establishing a presence beyond the FA and rare disease communities. Furthermore, the strategic integration of the FARF brand, messaging, and communications with the FA Cancer Consortium will enable us to maximize our impact.

Historically, FARF has heavily relied on the founder network and a dedicated yet relatively small group of FA families for fundraising support. However, to achieve our aspirational goals and ensure long-term sustainability, it is essential to transition from founder-driven funding to organization-driven funding.

Pictured: participants at the annual Coley's Cause Memorial golf tournament fundraiser.
SUSTAINABILITY & GROWTH

The Frohnmayer (founder) legacy encompasses more than just financial support—it embodies drive, intellect, care, compassion, and success. The leadership and staff are propelled by a sense of urgency, matched only by their collective talent and dedication to their shared purpose.

The 2023-2027 Strategic Plan builds upon a solid governance model established in the past while navigating the new challenges of pivoting to a more explicit focus on FA cancer and the consortium model.

Retaining highly qualified staff and preventing burnout are shared organizational priorities acknowledged by all leadership bodies. The Board of Directors recognizes the importance of establishing a development subcommittee to engage, support, and monitor the ambitious goals for expanding and diversifying funding sources. Additionally, upholding diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) is an integral aspect of FARF’s guardianship.

Finally, it is crucial to underscore the foundation of trust that the FA community has placed in FARF. People with FA and their families played a central role in the development of this strategic plan, and their involvement will continue to be vital during its implementation.

PEOPLE

Members of FARF leadership.
We wish to express our appreciation for your unyielding support and relentless dedication to the cause. We reaffirm our shared commitment to driving progress and transforming the lives of those impacted by Fanconi anemia.

Our vision is a future where we can prevent and treat the primary cause of death and disability in people with FA, enabling them to live full and productive lives. This plan accelerates our vision.

**RESEARCH**
Expand cancer research and therapies through external partnerships
- Develop Consortium
- Identify therapies
- Test therapies

**COMMUNITY**
Accelerate research through community advocacy and engagement
- Develop advocacy program
- Fund psychosocial research
- Support community

**SUSTAINABILITY & GROWTH**
Diversify and expand funding
- Stabilize revenue
- Expand revenue
- Refresh branding

**PEOPLE**
Create optimal environment for people and leadership to contribute
- Measure progress
- Attract and retain talent
- Incorporate DEI principles
DONORS SUPPORT EARLY CANCER SCREENING STUDY FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH FANCONI ANEMIA

Thanks to generous donations from you, a significant study is now underway, spearheaded by National Cancer Institute (NCI) investigators Dr. Neelam Giri and Dr. Sharon Savage. This collaboration between the NCI and FARF aims to develop a comprehensive program for early diagnosis of squamous cell cancers (SCC) in people with Fanconi anemia (FA).

FA patients face an increased risk of developing cancer at a young age, with SCCs commonly appearing in the mouth, esophagus, and genital and anal areas. To address this critical issue, the study focuses on systematically screening visible changes non-invasively and conducting regular screenings of the esophagus and anal and genital areas.

Investigators have already begun recruiting participants and are working with FARF to enroll as many individuals with FA as possible. This kind of screening is crucial because currently the only treatment option for cancer in FA is surgery. If we can detect these cancers at a very early stage (pre-cancers or stage 1 cancers), we will improve the health and survival of individuals with FA.

This study is possible thanks to years of support provided by donors that enabled researchers to test for the best screening protocols. FARF-funded researchers in Germany spearheaded this effort for nearly two decades now, and this study at the NCI expands on their great work.
YOUR GIFTS DRIVE RESEARCH FORWARD

Last year we funded the largest number of new projects ever in a 12-month period. So far in 2023, we’ve funded another research study and a promising clinical trial.

**GENE THERAPY AND GENE EDITING**

**DEVELOPMENT OF IN UTERO THERAPIES FOR FANCONI ANEMIA**

*Investigators:* Agnieszka Czechowicz, MD, PhD  
*Institution:* Stanford University  
*Amount awarded:* $250,000

Correcting Fanconi anemia (FA) mutations in all cells of the body may prevent issues such as bone marrow failure and cancer in people with FA. Since mutations in FA genes start during the gestational process, the ideal time to correct genes may be in utero. The goal of this study is to use laboratory-based experiments to determine whether gene editing in utero (during gestation) can correct FA gene variants in various tissues of the body.

The first study will test if delivery of normal blood forming cells helps correct the blood problem of the FA fetus after birth. The second will test whether precisely correcting the single DNA mistake that causes FA in the FA fetus can correct blood and other problems found in FA after birth. Because these approaches allow early treatment without use of toxic drugs, they will provide the first safe and effective prenatal treatment of FA.

**CANCER THERAPEUTICS**

**CLINICAL TRIAL TO INVESTIGATE THE SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF AFATINIB WHEN ADMINISTERED AS THERAPY IN FA PATIENTS**

*Investigators:* Jordi Surrallés, PhD; Ramon Garcia Escudero, PhD  
*Institution:* Sant Pau Hospital Research Institute, Spain; Research Institute of the Hospital 12 de Octubre, Spain  
*Amount awarded:* $324,733

We know that individuals with FA have a high risk of developing head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) at young ages. We also know that these patients cannot tolerate conventional chemotherapy and radiation treatments due to issues related to toxicity, leaving surgery as the standard treatment.

This study is the first clinical trial focused on a therapy for FA-related HNSCC. It will investigate the efficacy and safety of the drug, Afatinib, when administered to people with FA who are diagnosed with advanced cancers in the head and neck.

The clinical trial design includes 25 individuals with FA from Spain and Germany. This trial represents a significant milestone in FA cancer research. It brings us one step closer to identifying effective treatments for these life-threatening cancers.

Your contributions to the FA Research Fund have made a tremendous impact, enabling us to support research like this. In fact, previous donations paved the way for this trial, as FARF funded preclinical research to this group back in 2019. This is the power of investing in research. Thank you!

---

**FARF is committed to supporting research to further our mission of finding new treatments and a cure for Fanconi anemia.**

---

Agnieszka Czechowicz, MD, PhD  
Ramon Garcia-Escudero, PhD  
Jordi Surralles, PhD
BEHIND THE RESEARCH
Meet Ramon Garcia-Escudero, PhD, an investigator leading the clinical trial

Institution: Molecular and Translational Oncology Division at CIEMAT, Centro de Investigacion Biomedica en Red de Cancer, and Research Institute Hospital 12 de Octubre, Madrid, Spain.
Area of expertise: Disease models, biomarkers and therapies for head and neck cancer

WHAT I'M WORKING ON
In order to prevent, treat, and cure cancer, we have to understand how it starts, progresses, and metastasizes. To do this, we need accurate disease models, comprehensive analytical technologies, access to patient samples, and systematic experimental and clinical approaches.

Very importantly, we need collaboration between different laboratories and experts in the oncology field.

In my laboratory, we can generate and analyze different types of mouse models, including mice that share similar mutations to patients. In these mice, we can reproduce some of the non-genetic risk factors that lead to disease, and we can reproduce growth of human tumors. These animal systems are key to testing antitumor compounds in a preclinical setting.

We also work to integrate knowledge from genomics research using preclinical models and human samples to search for new early diagnostic tools and therapeutic opportunities. I hope that our research activities will be translated into new and better clinical interventions for FA patients.

WHAT MOTIVATES ME TO WORK ON FA
I believe our role as scientists is to translate our expertise to society. For me, this means focusing research into new methods that would improve people's quality of life. That's why helping FA patients by diagnosing, preventing, or curing their cancers is a major aim of my work. I am convinced that scientists, clinicians, patients, families, foundations, and all stakeholders will achieve this goal by working together.

WHEN I'M NOT IN THE LAB, YOU COULD FIND ME...
Either with my wife Cati and my son Miguel, walking and biking in the mountains in Madrid, or chatting and eating with my friends.

MY MESSAGE TO THE FA DONOR COMMUNITY
Cancer is a disease that has struck my own family. Resilience, work, hope: these are the key words that came to my mind when thinking about FA families. Your support of FAFARF and other FA funding organizations like the Spanish Fundación Anemia de Fanconi (https://anemiadefanconi.org/) is essential to helping us find new advances and treatments. Thank you.
We are the Wisniewski family from Virginia. Our daughter Libi is 9-months-old and was diagnosed with Fanconi anemia (FA) only 30 days after she was born.
As you can imagine, it’s been a very intense last several months.

But earlier this summer, we got to go to the FA Family Retreat at Camp Sunshine. And this experience has given us more hope than we thought we’d find.

Have you ever stepped out of a cold, dimly lit building into a mild, humid-free summer day? That was Camp Sunshine. Warm. Bright. Hopeful. Fully seen. Fully known. Accepted.

About 25-30 other FA families greeted us in the lakeside wooded retreat of Casco, Maine. The time we spent together was unforgettable, and could comprise multiple pages. But to summarize, we had 3 major takeaways:

HOPE

We learned more about FA from nationally renowned doctors and researchers. They didn’t sugar-coat their findings about this disease, but they did offer a consistent message of hope. More than a decade ago, the life expectancy for someone with FA was around 18 years old. About 5 years ago, that number increased to the late 20s. Today, many adults are living into their 40s and beyond. There are now more adults with FA than children! As advancements in science and medicine occur, this may push life expectancy even further. I had the pleasure of meeting one of the oldest known individuals in the FA community who is 45 years old. The emotional impact this had on me was indescribable.

COMMUNITY

We met people from different ages, incomes, racial backgrounds, countries, marital statuses, and gender identities. What is so profound about this group of people is how tightly bonded we all are. We are united against this terrible disorder. We struggle together. We are for each other. We rejoice with those who rejoice, and weep with those who weep. We just get each other.

UNIQUENESS

Libi’s turbulent birth story and early diagnosis are a rarity, even among a rare crowd like this one. There is something about her story that is so unique, so meaningful that it couldn’t have happened by chance. Some families didn’t receive an FA diagnosis until their children were in their teens. For us, this diagnosis came so early that it feels as if we’re ahead of the curve. Early detection is everything in the medical world, and it couldn’t get much earlier than this. For that, we are grateful.

Our week at Camp culminated in a wish boat release by each FA child. The weather was not cooperating, but we proceeded with the activity nonetheless. A candle was placed on each boat which was decorated by the child. As the boats were sent off, the candle represented a wish from each child and family amidst the uncertainty that not all of us will make it to next year. Each day represents a wish for life, for love, and for joy in the sorrow.

Life is precious. It’s short. This is especially true for the FA community. Krissie and I feel we’ve been given new eyes that see each day as an immeasurable gift.

Thank you for reading, and thank you so, so much for supporting families like ours. We are at the beginning of this journey and your support gives us something to hold on to as we move forward.
My story with Fanconi anemia (FA) began at birth. Although I was born with many anomalies and characteristics of FA, at the time, doctors deemed it impossible that I had a rare disease. Eight months later, doctors told my parents the devastating diagnosis, with the addition of the possibility that I may not live past the age of eight years old. My parents were shattered, but they were determined to give me as normal a life as possible.
The beginning of my childhood was filled with countless medical appointments and long drives to find the best hospital to see me through bone marrow transplant and to provide the life-long care I needed. Though I received my bone marrow transplant at the age of five, I still go through annual doctor appointments and cancer screenings.

**LIVING WITH FA AS AN ADULT**

One way I describe my life living with FA is this: it’s like being picked last for a sport or a group project. It’s that feeling of dread and anxiety and hurt. It’s annoyance and rage that fill up inside of you. It’s the wish that something would change.

Because of FA, I have a lot of noticeable characteristics such as short stature, hand anomalies, speech and hearing impairments. Many people mistake me for being 12-years-old, even though I am 20. When I go to grocery stores, the employees ask me where my mother is. When I go to my favorite restaurants, I automatically get handed the kids’ menu and the kids’ cup, and I have to explain to them that I’m a 20-year-old woman.

I may have many differences compared to my peers who don’t have FA, but I don’t let any of them define me. Instead, I embraced them, and I became a bright and outspoken woman.

**LIFE IN COLLEGE**

I am currently a student at Butler University, and I truly love the college experience. I’ve joined many clubs and activities on campus. I am a member of the improv troupe, and I’ve made a lot of friends there. Despite being short and people misunderstanding me and underestimating me, I make people laugh during the improv scenes, putting my power to the test despite my differences.

Most recently, I joined a sorority on campus. This was extremely nerve-wracking for me, as I am not what others would call “a stereotypical sorority girl”. I look a lot different than the girls surrounding me, and I have very different hobbies, personalities traits and life experiences. The process was extremely challenging for me mentally because, at the time, I could not picture myself in a sorority, and I was afraid of the judgments I would receive. Despite my concerns, I found my perfect sorority, Tri Delta, and I love my sorority sisters!

I am also proud to say I am a part of the Fanconi Anemia Research Fund’s FA Adult Council. Being on this council makes me feel validated and seen, and that’s a big lesson that I take away from life. I love hearing the diverse ideas to improve outcomes for those with FA, and I enjoy the feeling of being a part of something bigger than myself.

**MY HOPE FOR THE FUTURE**

I am 14 years post bone marrow transplant, and I’m wishing for many more years of a healthy life. I’ve accomplished a lot in my life through academics, clubs, having fun with my friends and family, and enjoying my interests such as theatre, movies, art, music, traveling, and dogs.

Even with all of the challenges and difficulties I’ve faced in my life, I don’t let them get the best of me. I just let all of that allow me to be a positive person and a good influence on those around me. Life is too short to focus on the negatives and frustrations. It’s important to have fun, take advantage of new opportunities, and remember what matters in life.
EMBRACING RESILIENCE AND GRATITUDE WHILE LIVING WITH FA

By Egil Dennerline

I was just 16 when my world turned upside down. Being told that I had an incredibly rare, incurable, and life-threatening disease felt like a surreal nightmare. As a teenager, all I wanted was to skateboard, attend concerts, and hang out with friends. But instead, I found myself facing a diagnosis of Fanconi anemia (FA), a condition that doctors said might limit my life expectancy to just 23 years. It was a harsh reality check, and my family was also deeply affected. The weight of this new reality pressed upon us like a siege, and we each reacted in our own ways. For me, it was denial and secrecy.

As a teen and through my 20s, I kept my diagnosis hidden, scared to be seen as weak. Gradually, and over many years, I realized that what I perceived to be my greatest weakness might also be my greatest strength. But only if I started opening up, accepting my journey, and breaking free from silence.

Now, 33 years, one stem cell transplant, and 11 cancers after my diagnosis, I’m a thick-skinned old-timer in the FA community. Recently, a doctor reminded me that I’m now one of the oldest FA patients worldwide and that statistically speaking, my time is running out. Well in my world, statistics have not always been the best measure of outcomes. I’ve defied expectations before, surviving beyond my mid-twenties and into my late forties, experiencing life in ways I never thought my diagnosis would allow. As such, I will continue to dream and set goals as long as I possibly can. So, what can I take away from this journey?

PEOPLE AREN’T NUMBERS

Every patient is unique, and I’ve stumped statisticians numerous times throughout my journey. While statistics can serve as guardrails, they don’t necessarily define individual cases. I stand as living proof that exceptions to the rules do exist. We are not mere data points but individuals with our own paths to tread.

EMBRACE LIFE FULLY

Even in the face of pain, sickness, uncertainty, waiting, and anxiety, I’ve learned it’s crucial to embrace life to its fullest. I strive to find something to hold onto, a handle amidst the chaos. Whether it’s the love of family, cherished friendships, the joy of storytelling, creating music, or simply the beauty of light filtering through leaves, these joys, these moments, become as essential as the medications and treatments I receive. They remind me that life is worth fighting for. Each day with my wife, Nanna, is a precious gift, as is every smile from my daughter, Flora.

PERSPECTIVES CHANGE

Over the years, FA has profoundly altered my perspective on living with a life-threatening illness. Shedding my fear of opening up has allowed room for valuable lessons. These insights have come over time, through different life-stages and shifting viewpoints.

Whether we face life-threatening illnesses or not, we all experience milestones and changing perspectives. I know you, too, can think back to major events or moments that have changed your life forever. Being diagnosed with FA, going through transplant, and navigating cancer diagnoses are among mine, and although they only represent a few, they’re the ones where your path and mine intersect. Each of these intersections occurred because supporters like you advanced research so that I could get an accurate diagnosis, so that I could survive my transplant and my cancers.

Your contributions and belief in the power of research have made a profound impact on my life and that of my family and the lives of so many others facing FA. For that, I give my deepest gratitude.
EGG DONATION AND SURROGACY MADE MY DREAM COME TRUE

By Ana Tabar Concha

To begin this story, I want to share that my dream of being a mother came true because three of the most powerful types of love I know came together: the love of a couple, the love of a sister, and the love of others. I believe God made this possible.

Since I was young, I always dreamed of being a mom. I felt that somehow many women share this dream, somehow my own desire wasn’t a strong enough reason to believe it would come true. However, I never lost hope, even though I had reason to. Living with Fanconi anemia has deprived me of many things, including the inability to conceive naturally due to early menopause.

I have always considered myself incredibly fortunate because I am surrounded by an abundance of love: love from my family, my friends, my husband, and from all the people who have touched my life. So, whenever I share this story with my daughter Violeta, I remind her that she is the product of three profound loves:

The love of a couple: My husband and I deeply love each other, and we have traversed this long journey with immense patience and cooperation. When we reflect on the path we have traveled, we can hardly believe it. All we can do is express our gratitude to God for the miracle that has unfolded.

The love of a sister: My sister selflessly became my egg donor. From the moment I approached her, she readily agreed without any hesitation. She underwent ovarian stimulation twice because our initial attempts were unsuccessful. I love my sister dearly, and her act of love granted us the gift of life.

The love of others: We encountered our angel, the woman who carried Violeta in her womb for 35 weeks (approximately 8 months), caring for her throughout the journey. She remained steadfastly committed to us, walking alongside us for four years, striving to make our dreams come true. We experienced two failed attempts, but on the third try, our great miracle arrived.

It has been a lengthy road of four years, encompassing a pandemic, numerous medical appointments, therapy sessions, and countless meetings with lawyers. At the opportune moment, we even switched doctors. Our prayers were answered many times over. This surrogacy case is the first to be carried out and approved by CONANI (National Council for Children and Adolescents) and the court for children and adolescents in the Dominican Republic. We are immensely grateful for the support we received from the doctors, lawyers, friends, and our entire family, as they provided us with the strength to persevere.

That’s how the love between a couple transformed into parental love, the love of a sister expanded our family, and the love of others on February 8, 2022, resulted in our miracle named Violeta Estévez Tabar.

Today, Violeta is a year and three months old. She has filled our lives with unparalleled joy and made us the luckiest people in the world. Having her with us makes us better individuals each day.
THANK YOU NOTES

INSPIRING DONORS LEAVE A LEGACY OF HOPE

We are delighted to highlight Peter and Lynn Lewis, exceptional members of the FARF Legacy Society. Their recent Legacy bequest to the Joel Walker Cancer Fund at FARF has made us incredibly grateful for their generosity and compassion. Peter and Lynn’s story is one of love, dedication, and a deep connection to family and home.

Lynn devoted nearly four decades to shaping young minds as a high school teacher in England, while Peter served as a Director of Education in multiple counties throughout the country. Their lives were filled with adventure, living in various locations across England until they finally settled in Stoke-on-Trent, Peter’s beloved hometown.

To Joanne (Walker) Hamilton and Joel Walker, Peter and Lynn were cherished Aunt and Uncle. Tragically, both Joanne and Joel succumbed to complications from FA and cancer in 2013 and 2016 respectively. Peter’s passing shortly after Joel’s, and Lynn’s brave fight against cancer until 2022, left indelible marks on their loved ones’ hearts.

In their wills, Peter and Lynn bequeathed a significant portion of their estate to relatives, with the majority benefiting five medical charities that held a special place in their hearts, including FARF.

Peter and Lynn’s extraordinary contribution to the Joel Walker Cancer Fund at FARF is a shining testament to their profound care and dedication to making a difference. Their six-figure legacy gift will have a lasting impact on advancing FA research and supporting those affected by this devastating disease. We are immensely grateful to Peter and Lynn for their remarkable generosity and for embodying the spirit of the FARF Legacy Society. Their legacy will continue to inspire and transform lives for generations to come.

DONOR ELEVATES IMPACT FROM MONTHLY GIVING TO GIVING THROUGH HIS IRA

Brian Horrigan, a devoted father to his daughter with FA and a loving grandfather, has been a long-term supporter of FARF through the FAM Support Club, making monthly donations for many years. Today, we celebrate Brian’s decision to amplify his contributions to FA research by transitioning from monthly donations to a generous annual gift through his IRA.

Why is this cause for celebration? At FARF, we deeply appreciate and value our donors, and we are always here to provide guidance on the most effective and personalized giving options. By switching to an annual gift through his IRA, Brian gains a significant tax break applicable to his age group.

Thank you, Brian, for choosing to enhance your giving in a way that benefits both you and the FA community. Your generosity and care for those impacted by FA is greatly appreciated!
COLORADO COMMUNITY UNITES FOR A CAUSE

It is no secret that the key to advancing FA research lies in the collective effort of communities raising funds. We would like to acknowledge an exceptional community that serves as an inspiration in uniting for a cause: the donors, supporters, and volunteers at the Kendall and Taylor Atkinson Foundation (KATA).

Established in 2006 by the Atkinson family, who had two children with FA, we are truly amazed by the unwavering loyalty and enthusiasm shown by this Colorado-based foundation. Year after year, they have tirelessly raised funds to create a significant impact in FA research. In 2022 alone, the dedicated supporters of KATA raised more than $145,000 for research and support services, all the while celebrating individuals with FA around the world. We cannot express our gratitude enough to KATA and everyone involved in their mission!

CELEBRATING A LEGACY OF JOY AND LOVE

Something unique and special about individuals with FA is a certain joie de vivre that so many exhibit. Among these remarkable individuals, Jacob Grossman, a beloved member of the FA community, who passed away in 2021.

This year, the Grossman family organized Journey with Jacob, a luncheon filled with friends and family who raised an astounding $24,000 in a single afternoon. This remarkable achievement serves as a testament to the lasting impact that individuals with FA have on us, as well as the devotion of supporters like those within the Grossman community. They honor the memory of their loved ones and continue to change the futures of others living with FA.

Our hearts are filled with warmth and gratitude for all bereaved families and the generous supporters who honor the legacies of those no longer with us. We consider ourselves truly fortunate to have you standing alongside us.

THE FAM SUPPORT CLUB’S MONTHLY DEDICATION MAKES A BIG IMPACT

Supporters like you choose to give in many ways, each one meaningful to our mission. The FAM Support Club is a special group of donors who supports the FA community by giving to FARF monthly.

Nancy Rausch, a member of the FAM Support Club, shared her motivation to give, saying, “A few years ago, I had never heard of Fanconi anemia. When our precious grand-niece, Kitt, was diagnosed, I quickly learned how devastating and underfunded this disease is. My husband and I give in hope of a cure in the very near future!”

This dedication forms the foundation of FARF’s mission. As monthly donors, you play a vital role. Thank you, FAM Support Club, for the difference you make in the lives of the cherished FA community!
DONOR HONOR ROLL 2023

Each year, you allow us to make invaluable strides in research and support families around the world. Below is a list of donors who have given $250 or more to the Fanconi Anemia Research Fund between July 1, 2022 and June 30, 2023. Although space prevents us from printing all names of our generous donors, please know that we appreciate every single dollar given to advance our mission. All gifts, of all sizes, matter. Thank you!

A note to our supporters: we greatly appreciate your donations and we want to recognize donors with 100% accuracy. If we have inadvertently made an error, please let us know by emailing info@fanconi.org. Thank you!

The photos throughout the donor honor roll give us a big reason to celebrate: these are kids, teens, and adults with FA graduating earlier this summer. We love to see and share these milestones!

**Sustaining Life Donors**
- Philip and Penny Knight

**Legacy Society**
- Ralph Chapman
- Carol Ceresa
- Mira Frohnmayer & Sandy Sweet
- Clint Johnson
- Joanne Smith
- Joel Walker
- Nigel and Ann Walker
- Pamela Whatton
- Bruce West

**$1,000,000**
- Philip and Penny Knight

**$140,000+**
- Kendall & Taylor Atkinson Foundation with the Nash Family
- Klimkiewicz Family Foundation

**$50,000 - $99,999**
- Norma and Linda Brenden
- Pat and Stephanie Kilkenny
- Orion and Lisa Marx
- Tykeson Family Foundation

**$25,000 - $49,999**
- Coley’s Cause Foundation
- John and Martina Hartmann
- Kevin & Connie Michels Foundation
- Kevin and Lorraine McQueen
- Sanders Family Foundation

**$10,000 - $24,999**
- Dr. Eugene and Toni Altman
- Larry Backman and Judy Hoffman
- Mary Beale, MD
- Lisa Dalton
- Kathleen Dyer
- Eastern States Steel Corporation
- Lynn Frohnmayer

- Mira Frohnmayer and Sandra Sweet
- Joan Armour Mendenall Foundation, Inc.
- Hauber Family Charitable Trust
- Stephen and Jennifer Klrmkiewicz
- Rebecca Lacy
- Betty Massoni
- Kevin and Connie Michels
- Foresee Pharmaceuticals USA
- Sanguine BioSciences, Inc.
- Nigel and Ann Walker

**$5,000 - $9,999**
- Jeanne Altmann
- John and Ka Armentrout
- AYCO Charitable Foundation
- David and Barbara Chew
- Joseph and Nancy Chou
- CMH MFG. West, Inc.
- Christopher and Susan Collins
- Jerry Dennerline and Margaret Sarkissian
- Carol Federighi
- David and Mary Ann Fiaschetti
- Dr. Shawn and Joann Hennigan
- Brendan Ittelson
- Ken and Freyda Levy Fund
- Edward Ray
- Carl and Mary Lou Rice Steven
- and Mary Swig
- Zariel and Liz Toolan
- Bruce West
- Nancy Zitzner

**$1,000 - $4,999**
- Bob and Diane Abrams
- Jack and Julie Adkins
- Michael and Jennifer Aggabao
- Jennifer and Bryan Aitkens
- The Alex B. Norris Memorial Fund, Inc.
- Tyler Morrison and Rachel Altman
- Mr. and Mrs. Matthew R.
- Aprahamian
- Jeffrey and Tamara Armentrout
- Aromatic Inc.
- Frederick and Nicole Aron
- TB Automotive
- Leslie Badger
- Drs. Susan and Grover Bagby Jr.
- Timothy and Talley Banazek
- Margaret Barnes
- Chad and Kelly Basted
- Mark and Linda Baumiller
- Daniel Beach
- Mike Bebott
- Biase Corp
- Talin Bingham and Dana Midby
- Michael and Tracy Brannock
- Chris and Sharon Brezski
- Brickstead Dairy, LLC
- Ross Brown
- Matt Burton
- Scott and Rachel Butler
- John and Shirley Byrne
- Scott and Maria Carreras
- Sandra Carter
- Mauro and Kerrie Cazzari
- Charles and Susan Chiappone
- Niki Christopoulos
- Harriett Cody and Harvey Sadis
- College of Healthcare Information Management
- Calen Collins
- Comcast Corporation
- Greg and Tammy Cook
- Nan Coppock-Bland
- Bob and Jill Costas
- John and Cheri Courtinage
- John Cox
- Cheryl Cummins
- Daniel Curtis and Stephanie Shaff
- Kristine Deines
- Donna Dell’Ratta
- Harry and Kaaren Demorest
- John Deverteuil
- Jack and Linda Disarro
- Robert Douglas
- Joe and Donna Drago

Mike Drennan
Bill and Karen Early
Joyce Eastman
EDCO Properties, LLC
Deborah and Paul Edmunds II
Nancy Cinotta and Andrew Eichenfield
Estes Forwarding Worldwide
Allyn and Cheryl Ford
Anthony Franco
Anne Marie Frohnmayer and Tom Bandar
Ellen Frohnmayer
John Frohmayer
Dr. Sheryl Gardner
Bill and Jane Gary
Dr. Richard and Sara Gelinas
Stanley Gilbert
Linda P Gilmore
The Giustina Foundation
Kurt Goehre
Janine and Joe Gonyea III
Jo Mae and Joseph Gonyea II
Anna Gould
Winston and Shelley Gouldin
Gary and Heidi Grassi
Mary and B. Page Gravely Jr.
Dr. Michael Greenberg
Dr. Michael and Frances Grossman
Elizabeth Hall
Ronald Dabrowski and Mary Ann Hall
Owen Hall and Margaret Kasting
The Hon. Bill and Margaret Hansell
Dennis Havern
Gerard M Hayden Jr.
Joel and Bridget Hein
Andre Hessels and Rutger Boerema
Elizabeth Holden
Dr. Charles Hollen
Steven Holmes and Kerry Robinson
Yvonne Hoop
Jackie Jags
Gil and Judy James
Albert and Leslie Jeffrey
Evelyn Jenson
Jewish Community Federation
G. Clint and B. G. Johnson
N Johnson
JPJ, INC.
John and Karlyn Kelson
Kevin and Jennifer Kern
Ed and Susan Kingzett
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Nancy Nunes
Dr. Jay and Mary O’Leary
Brian and Karen Obie
Dr. Susan Olson and Bill Nelson
ONGIA Ontario Gang Investigators Assoc.
Deanna Orthmeye
Hilton Outi
Joyce and Hal Owen
Rick and Kristina Padgett
Simrin Parmar
Jerry Parsons
Andrew and Ruth Ann Peters
Donald and Linda Peting
Randi Piascik
Peter and Janice Pless
Melissa Pope
Stan and Linda Potter
Pete and Molly Powell
Susan Quigley and Delia McGinnis
Mark and Cheryl Quinlan
Stephanie Quinn
Peter Rappopport and Marcia Marley
Pedro and Marina Ravelo
Robert and Mary Redpath
Diane and John Rendler
Rhode Island Tumpike and Bridge Foundation
Janis Riley
Sean Ritzhaupt
Sharon Rodgers
Pat and Eddy Rogers Jr.
Talmage and Jean Rogers
Elizabeth Rohlfing
Daniel and Kerry Rose
Suzanne Rowe and Mark Corley
Steven Roswe
Deanne and Richard Rubinstein Sr.
San Francisco Foundation
Bob and Christine Satko
Ron and Alice Schafer
Chris and Heidi Schmitz
David and Teri Schneider
Vincent Schoenfelder
Diane and Robert Charles Scott
Jeff Scully
Heinz and Susan Selig
Sigma Pi Open Golf Tournament
Ted and Sarah Silver
David and Tanner Sobelman
Jack and Mary Stansbury
Tracy and Bruce Strimling
Cathy and Joseph Terhaar
The Jane and Arthur Flippo Foundation

Mike Thomas
Thrivent
Peter Toal
Jeffrey and Ann Todd
Barbara Trueman
William and Mary Underriner
United Way of Lane County
United Way of the Mid-Willamette Valley
Anthony and Julie Vandermeys
Susan Vandermeys
Gerard and Cynthia Vandermeys
Mark and Sheryl Vanlandingham
Juan and Jennifer Villaveces
Marc and Sally Vonocil
Ira and Terry Walker
John and Shauna Wallace
Robert and Judy Ward
Thomas Waters
Michael and Pamela Watson
Charles Weaver
Trevor Webster
Marc Weiner
Sandy Weiner
Sandy Welch and Bob Griffiths
Yvonne Wildish
John and Mary Helen Willett
Robert and Julie Williams
Flint Williams
Gregory Wood and Cheryl Townsend Wood
Alex and Krista Woodard
Gordon Wright and Anne Moffett

$500 - $999

James Adams
Dr. Emilia and Kiyoshi Aki
American Gift Fund
Jon and Teri Anderson
Matt and Susan Aprahamian
Stephanie Austin and James Niess
David Bailey
Troy Baker
Brian and Elizabeth Bale
Robert and Julia Ball
Janis Barrett
Martin Bauer
Israel and Mary Jo Becerra
Anne and Philip Becker
Ellen Becker and Howard Hamburger
Daniel Bell and Carolyn Rusch
Steven Belskie
Charlene and Jeffrey Bender
Jasmine Bennetts
Dr. Marv and Carol Berkman
Domenico Bertolucci and Federica Bonati
Brian and Sarah Bischoff
Stacy Blahnik
Douglas Boettner
Jonathan Bortz
Richard and Tena Boson
Jason Brannock
Nancy Bravo and John Christensen
Adam Breininger
Joani Bristol

Bella graduated high school

Jeffrey and Tammy Brodzeller
Mark Brotman
Elizabeth Brown
Celeste Brusati
Richard and Amy Buckley
W. Joseph and Catherine Bugg
Daniel and Sally Caldwell
Aileen Carlos
Ted Casmatis
Kaye Ceille
Carol Ceresa and Melvin Matsumoto
Kalpana Chakraburtty
John Childers
Mary Eileen Cleary and Gleeves Whitney
Denny and Jeanne Collis
Lawrence Colorito
Congregation Beth Shalom
John and Kim Connelly
Troy Couture
Joe and Regina Cox
Linda Crabelle
Robert Crowther
Bradley and Cynthia Curry
CustomInk LLC
Bill and Pat Danks
Kathee Davis
Jeremy and Michelle DellaValle
Ryan Dennis
Rob Dent
James and Mary Dietsche
John and Janet Doherty
John and Lois Dreelan
Robert and Cindy Dries
Michael and Dana Eade
Buck and Donna Eby
James Effinger
Joel and Christina Ehrfurth
Dr. Jesse and Nancie Ehrlich
Mary Ellen Eiler
John Elder
Roger and Colleen Englert
Ray and Betty English
Brittney Ferrin
Christine Fink
Greg and Susan Fitz-Gerald
Helen Flores
Tina Flores
Robert and Patricia Foster
Violet Fraser
Carolyn Gardner
Laurie Gerhardt
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Patricia Kier and Thomas Connolly
Timothy and Mary Ann Lana
Kermit and Maryln Larsen
Kay Laughlin
Brian Horrigan and Amy Levine
Annie and Josh Lewis
Terry and Helene Librett
Kenneth and Betty Liescheidt
William and Eydie Lott
William Loving and Laura Loe
Nicholas and Katherine Lovrich
David and Jolene Loy
William and Jacquelyne Lucarell
Larry and Becky Lueck
Ann Lyman
Don and Ann Mack
Kristina Mack
Ann Malone
Richard Marks
Sylvia Mathews
Jennifer and Bill McCready Jr.
Michael McDougall
Brian and Karen McKay
Daniel and Angie McMahon
David Meadows
Amy and John Mercorio, Jr.
Wray Mills
The Minneapolis Foundation
Fredericka Mirenda
Ray Monnat Jr., MD
Patrick and Myra Morrow
Greg and Tiffany Muniz
Brian and Dianne Murphy
Thomas Musselman
Tony and Tina Nahas
National Christian Foundation Iowa
John Noah
Corey Norton
Barbara Nydam
Meghan O’Neal
Erika and Jack Orchard Jr.
OtterCares Foundation
Thomas Foley and Charlene Padden
Kevin Palisi
Margie Paris
Carolyn Perry and Doug Hunt
Dr. William and Judy Platt
Juanita and John Postlethwait, PhD
Paula and David Pottinger
Prince Italian Foods Saugus Inc.
Michael Pugh and Loralee McKee
Jane Quaintance
Lynn and Shirley Quilici
Corbin Rankin
Steve Raymen
Tom and Kay Reed
Enrol and Catrina Restelli
Dan and Kay Robinhood
Cindy Rogoway
Tom Romens and Moira Keane
Bill and Alice Rose
Ken Ross
Kennon and Cornelia Rothchild
Rich Rowe
Barry and Carolyn Rubenstein
Richard and Marilyn Sablosky
Salesforce
Hillary and Karen Schank
Phyllis and Paul Schirle
Colleen Scholl
Sharon Schuman
Reed and Gail Schweickert
Tara Semb
Matthew and Diane Senatore
Gary Haftek
James and Kristen Seymour
Bryan and Karen Siebenthal
Anna Silverman
Lynn and Doris Spulund
Paul and Dana Skillern
Dave Sladek
Barbara Smith
Brad Smith and Susan Prior
Bryan and Robyn Smith
Patricia Smullin
Eric Sowers
Jeffrey Stratton
Darrel Strickler
Susanne and Kenneth Sullivan
Michael and Janice Sullivan
Kit Sultz
Ryan Tarrant
Jean Tate
Anita Testa
The Reid Trager Memorial Fund
Sheila and George Tichy II
Bruce and Loreen Timperley
Jim Totorella and Peggy Kelley
Dale VanZeeland
Lorraine and John Venesky
Sandra Volner
Dr. Jill Walker
Margaret Watkins
Helena Webster
Kenneth Weinberg, MD
Christopher Welch
Jessica and Ezekiel Werden
Jim Weston
Whole Health Physicians
Thomas Wichert
Dr. Kathleen Wiley and Bob Carolan
Carol Williams
Connie and Harry Wonham
Charles and Leslie Wright
John Yoder
Kathleen Yowler
Thomas and Marjorie Zabornoy
David and Debi Zucker

$250 - $499

Ellie graduated kindergarten

Sarah graduated college

Bill and Mary Gilland
Neelam Giri, MD
Sylvia Giustina
Dr. & Mrs. Javier Gonzalez
Gary Gordhamer
Paul and Kathy Graham
Brian Anderson and Sultana Graham
Eugenio Grassi and Brittany Miller
Barry Gratz
Bernard and Peggy Gravely
Bradley and Sara Green
Ronald and Linda Greenman
Melinda Grier
Craig Grinnell
Barry and Denise Groce
Pamela Guardino
Rachel and Kristian Gututlsrud
Dr. Michael and Sally Hahn
Maureen Hales
Christian Hamer
Shannan Harper
Robert and Victoria Hathcock
Alison Heam
John Herman
Richard Hildreth and Caroline Forell
Dennis and Chris Hill
James Hill
Jeffrey Hoffman
Mr. and Mrs. Darren Howard
Thomas Hoyt
David Hubin and Susan Lesyk
Collin Hull
Dr. Tracy Hull and Carl Engelman
David Hymler
Idaho Women’s Charitable Foundation
Dar and Mary Ellen Isensee
Gunnar and Mary Ann Johnson
Robert and Constance Johnson
Kyle Johnston
Gary and Rosalind Karlitz
John and Sue Keana
Lila Keleher
Glen and Diane Kellogg
Lorelei Kelly
Timothy and Mary Kelly
Keith Kennedy, DVM
Robert Klipstine
Carolee and Jerry Kolve
Jack & Naomi Korol
Julie Korol
Peter and Rebecca Kovach
Virgil and Dorothy Kreder
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Rachel Farrales
Stephen Fedo
Carole Felmy
Carly Fishbein
Mark and Sue Fisher
Gordon and Carol Fleming
Matthew Franklin
Charles Frydenborg
Patrick and Michelle Gallagher
David and Nadine Gannon
Daniel and Dolores Gardner
Tom Gayer
Anthony Gill
Karyn Gitler
David and Rebecca Gleberman
Devorah Goldman, PhD
Luis Gómez
Dan Goodlin
Richard & Patricia Graham
Michael Grant
Donald Greenberg
Maureen Gregg
CJ Grinnell
David Grossman
Rachel Grossman
Natalie Gurin
J. Silvio Gutkind, PhD
Lawrence and Susan Hall
Betsy Halpern
Kristen Halverson
Jennifer Hamer
Jeff Hammer
Jim Harper
Nancy Heim
Stuart and Janis Hempel
L. W. Henderson
Dan Heschmeyer
John Heschmeyer
Christopher and Deborah Hiatt
Paula Anne Hoeppner
Amy and George Hoffmaster III
Brian and Lori Hogan
Louisa Horth
David Hosfield
Trey Huelsberg
Matthew Hull
Marvin Israelow and Dorian Goldman
Peter and Kathleen Jagodzinski
Peter James
Jeff and Beth Janock
Ron Janson and Suzanne Klassen
Mike and Roxie Jerde
Christine Johnston

Martin Jones and Gayle Landt
Tara Joseph
Konrad and Kari Jossart
Just Stop In
Steven and Julie Kahn
Ruth Kaminski and John Garrett
Jim Kane
Paul and Marilyn Karr
Francie Kay
Nelson Kempsky and Sandy Wellington
Eunice Kjaer
Timothy Kline
tom and Olga Klug
Jeremy Knobel
Dr. Peter and Judy Kohler
Sandra Kohlwees
Kohnstamm Family Foundation
Drs. Christianne and Reed Kratka
Sharon and Daniel Kriner
Michele Krisko
Sidney Kushner
Philip Landau
Rose Landau
David and Cindy Landwehr
Rita Learau
Diane Large
Steve Lawler
Zachary Lazarus
Michael Lear
Michael and Margaret Lehman
Harmony Leirian
Christine Leonard
Laura Letter
Angela Little
Doug and Diane Livermore
Stanton and Rosemary Long
Chris Loving
Laurie & Lance Lucas & family
Thomas and Grace Lynch
Julie Lys
Mark and Christine Malcolm
Peter Maller
Ron and Ann Marek
Greg Martin
Jeffrey and Tracey Martinson
Valerie Mauriello
Mark Mayo
Susan Mccord
Jennifer McFarland
Roger and Jeanne McNitt
Medical Diagnostic Services LLC
Fred Miller and Karla Wenzel
Kathleen Miller
Kelly Miachak
Kelly and Gerald Miachak
Arthur Molella and Roya Marefat
David Morgan
Griff and Cecilia Morgan
Elena Morone
Ted Morrow
Gail and MGW Mulligan
Jack Munro and Kathy Keene
Greg Nadeau
Stephen Negro
Ken Weber
Milam Newby

Judy and Robert Newell Jr.
Alice Nicholson
John and Cindy Nobriga
Michelle Norbin
David and Sarah Nosek
Sharon O’Brien
John and Beth O’Connor
Lyne and Charles Oberly III
David Olsson and Judy Giers
David Oppenheim
Nancy Padden and Rich Kay
Theodore and Laramie Palmer
Mark and Diane Pearl
Kristi Pennenberg
Jim Petersen
Alex Pierroutsakos
Michael and Sharon Posner
Nancy Radcliffe
Alicia Rausch
Nancy Rausch
Ken Raymen
Russel and Alison Reimus
Rebecca Reimold
Diane and Greg Retallack
Betty Rinck
Scott Rittenhouse
Scott Robertson
James Robinson
Dan and Carol Rodriguez
Steve Rogge
James and Sheila Rohr
Ozzie and Coralie Rose
Brian Rothman
Kathryn Sample
James and Andy Sandstrom
Frances and Clyde Saylor
Tad and Jeri Scharpf
Bette Schmaling
Ethan Schneider
Vincent and Cynthia Schoenfelder
Anna Schuermann
Sarah Schwarten
Don and Barbara Scoble
Mark and Kelly Scruggs
John and Shelby Shels
Jane and Raymond Shurtz
Alain Silverston
John and Maureen Small
Ron and Wendy Smith
Teresa Smits
David and Sharon Smullin
Andrew Sofish
Katherine Solomonson
Betty Soreng and Eben Dobson

David and Annette Sparks
Steven Spieldenner
Tom and Virginia Sponsler
Square, Inc.
Len and Julie Stadtmueller
Molly and Jonathan Stafford
Michael Starr
Ray and Cathie Staton
Gene Stern
Annelise Stoker
Jay and Susan Stuart
Amy Sullivan
Michael Sullivan
Margaret Taft
Renate and John Tilson
Timothy and Lori Kneeland
Ronald and Ivy Timpe
Dave & Yvonne Truckey
Randall and Michelle Tucker
Tom and Priscilla Turner
Connor Uitenbroek
Gordon Unitas
Thomas Uno
Diane Van Zeeland
David Vanwees
Angela VanZeeeland
Kurt Voss
Rob Waddell
Knox and Betsy Walkup
Barbara Warshawsky
Michael and Lisa Wasserman
Mona Watermolen
Elisabeth Wegman
Chet and Char Weichman
Janette O and James Wells
Joella Werlin
Caroline Wilcox
Michael and Kimberly Williams
Bobbie Williams
Gregory Wills
Kim Wilson
Victor Wizman
Nina Xue
John and Maureen Yadlosky
Lois Yellowthunder
Matthew and Mary Zack

Maralyn graduated college
YOUR DEDICATED FUNDRAISING TEAM: MEET LAUREN KENNEDY AND ROSIE HOLCOMB

As we move into a new and exciting chapter for FARF, we continuously look at how we can help you, our dedicated donors, make the most impact for people with FA.

One way we do this is by expanding our fundraising team here at FARF. We are excited to introduce Lauren Kennedy, Philanthropy Director, and Rosie Holcomb, Development Officer.

LAUREN KENNEDY

Lauren brings over 15 years of experience in the nonprofit sector. She is a graduate of Miami University and began working for The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society (LLS) following graduation. There, she focused on growing the annual fundraising program as well as the corporate giving program. After nearly a decade at LLS, she continued her career at Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation, where she led the development program, with a special focus on community engagement.

Based in Atlanta, Lauren enjoys spending quality time with her husband and two young, adorable children.

ROSIE HOLCOMB

An Oregon native, Rosie attended the University of Oregon before beginning her career in nonprofits, first at United Way of Lane County then at FARF. Rosie joined our team in 2021 as Family Services Program Manager at FARF. In that role, she developed educational resources, and provided direct support along the FA journey.

This spring, Rosie stepped into fundraising for the organization as Development Officer. In this role, she supports the mission by working closely with donors and strengthening our fundraising programs.

Outside of work, you can find Rosie reading a mystery novel, biking next to the river, or working on her new home with her husband.

We want you, our valued donors, to continue feeling confident that your contributions are making a tangible difference in the lives of those affected by FA. As a team, we will continue to keep you updated on the impact of your support and ensure that your philanthropic goals are met.

We are grateful to have Lauren and Rosie on board, and we encourage you to reach out to them with any questions, ideas, or suggestions you may have. Thank you for your unwavering support and dedication to the Fanconi Anemia Research Fund. We couldn’t accomplish our mission without you.
YOUR GIFTS AT WORK

We envision a future in which we can prevent and/or eliminate the primary causes of death and disability in people with FA, enabling them to live full and productive lives. The best way to do this is by funding research. That's why most of our budget is committed to research. We also support individuals and their families by providing them with education, family and adult gatherings, psychosocial support, and clinical programs.

In our annual Impact Report for 2022, released earlier this year, we shared our 2022 income and expense breakdown. Since this report is shared in the beginning of the year, before our annual audit, we use this donor newsletter to provide updated, audited numbers.

This newsletter also aims to provide you with clarity regarding our 2022 finances. In our Impact Report, we had previously disclosed that our income for the year was $1,899,120, while our expenses reached $3,798,280. It's important to note that the income figure factors in the unrealized value of our investment portfolio.

The financial market was challenging in 2022, resulting in most investors, including FARF, experiencing an unrealized loss in value. We expect the value to recover over the next few years. So, while we received $3 million from our generous donors, the decrease in our investment portfolio created a shortfall for the year. However, we are happy to report that we are already seeing recovery, with a $400,000 increase in the investment portfolio during the first half of 2023. To see our full financial audit for 2022, visit www.fanconi.org/explore/financials.

We take great care to steward your generous donations. That’s why we continue to have the coveted 4-star rating from Charity Navigator. If you have any questions about how gifts are used, we would love to connect with you. Please feel free to reach out to Mark Quinlan, Executive Director at mark@fanconi.org or 541-687-4658. Thank you for making our mission possible.
Our mission is to find effective treatments and a cure for Fanconi anemia and to provide education and support services to affected families worldwide.

HOW YOU CAN HELP

Donations Online:
Donate via our website (www.fanconi.org)

Donations by Phone:
Call us at 541-687-4658 or toll free at 888-FANCONI (USA only)

Donations by Mail:
360 E. 10th Ave., Suite 201, Eugene, OR 97401

Donations of Appreciated Stock:
Please contact our office at 541-687-4658 or email info@fanconi.org.

info@fanconi.org • www.fanconi.org